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The arrival of the "Bicentennial Edition" of John Wesley's 108 Sennons on 
Several Occasions, in Albert Outler's *Works of 10'111 Wesley ,1 seemed reason 
enough to take a fresh walk down those familiar roads; but the sheer size of 
those three volumes led me into the temptation of procrastination. When I fi-
nally took up the task I was amazed to see how much my perception of our 
Methodist patriarch changed as I tried to view all 108 sermons as a doctrinal 
and practical whole. 

This rereading of Wesley was so revolutionary for me that I urge others to 
undertake a similar pilgrimage. Not only did I find myself refreshed by encoun-
tering our forefather in such a sustained fashion, but I was also impressed by 
the theological unity and development found across his homiletical corpus. We 
have been too apologetic about Wesley the "unsystematic theologian." While it 
is certain that no one will mistake the SOSO for a literary offering from Calvin 
or Barth, it is clear that the collection does have a systematic principle at work 
in it. It is framed on the essential themes of practical divinity (orthodoxy wed 
to orthopraxis), and, like concentric circles of instruction, those foundational 
truths ripple into broader parameters of application all across the homiletical 
corpus. 

*Hereafter cited in the text as Sennons, with the appropriate volume and page number 
indicated. When the Sennons on Several Occasions are referred to in a general fashion, 
as with respect to their order or context, they will be cited as SOSO. When a specific 
quotation is made, it will be cited from Outler's edition of the Sennons, which includes 
the SOSO and additional material. 
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John Wesley's treatment of the doctrine of sin is a good example of the way 
he approached the formation of doctrine in his SOSO. An examination of his 
hamartiology is all the more necessary because of popular misconceptions 
about Wesley's doctrine of sin. 

The first misconception was that he had, as Colin Williams termed it, "a 
defective conception of sin."2 This criticism is based in Wesley's willingness to 
consider sin, "properly so-called," as "a voluntary transgression of the law of 
God; ... acknowledged to be such at the time it is transgressed." (Sem w11s, I, p. 
436). Wesley's recognition that willful ("voluntary") and cognitive ("acknowl-
edged" ) factors lay at the heart of human sin caused him to occasionally depart 
from the more absolute definition, which, in the words of the Westminster Di-
vines, described sin as "any want of conformity unto, or transgression of, the 
law of God" (Shorler Catechism, Q. 14).3 In some respects Wesley's hamartiol-
ogy stands closer to the A11glica11 Articles of Religio11 which view sin as a loss of 
paradisiacal perfection and distinguish between voluntary and involuntary sins.4 

A closer reading suggested that it was precisely the "defective" (or voluntarist) 
element of Wesley's doctrine of sin that made it an importan t basis for 
Wesleyan soteriology, ethics and practical piety. 

A second misconception about Wesley's hamartiology is that his doctrine 
of sin, while being connected to "social holiness" (through issues like slavery, 
the "scarcity of provisions" and the "reformation of manners"), was primarily 
concerned with personal sin and therefore it generally functioned in the context 
of his evangelism. This apparent difficulty seems all the more serious when 
Wesley is read from the perspective of theo logies of liberation, since a privat-
ized gospel has sometimes been a silent accomplice of systemic injustice. But a 
closer reading suggested that Wesley's doctrine of sin functioned in at least two 
contexts beyond the personal: it embraced and simultaneously corrected the 
Enlightenment's optimism about the importance of human moral agency; and it 
drew such a direct line of connection between "personal sins" and societal evil 
that it seems unwise for Wesley's descendants to distinguish sharply between 
personal and social sins, between personal and social holiness. 

THE FOUNDATION 
Few of Wesley's doctrinal constructs show the impact of his theological 

context more than his treatment of original sin. He built this construct through 
his recurring attention to biblical phrases like " in Adam all died" (which 
pointed to the extent "all" and the dire situation caused by it--spiritual death), 
" lost the life and the image of God," "dead in trespasses and sins, without 
hope, without God in the world, and therefore children of His wrath," and so 
on.5 Anchored in his direct affirmation of the Christian tradition (Semw11s, I, 
p. 317), Wesley's hamartiology was also, as he said, "confirmed by daily experi-
ence" (Semw11s, II, p. 176). 

Wesley's SOSO affirmed a doctrine of human depravity at the time when 
enlightened folk viewed it as a "superstitious error" that had debilitating effects 
upon human moral agency and action. While his sermons did not mount a di-
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rect attack on the Deistic or Enlightenment anthropology (there are occasional 
asides), his Appeals are another matter. They are direct assaults upon ideas 
like " innate moral virtue" and the essential goodness of (unspoiled) primitive 
human consciousness.6 In both cases, depravity was the presupposition of 
Wesley's gospel of gracious restoration in an age that abounded with optimism 
regarding human nature and destiny. In a deft stroke, Wesley issued a chal-
lenge to the age's optimism about unaided humanity and the appropriate bases 
for moral action, and yet also co-opted its interest in human dignity, moral ac-
tion, and ultimate perfectibility.7 It seemed typical of Wesley to restore with 
one hand what he took away with the other. 

Seeking to curtail the Enlightenment's estimate of "natural man," Wesley 
pointed to human "sickness," or "sleepiness" which caused " the whole imagi-
nations of the thoughts of [their] heart to be ONLY evil, ... continually."8 Thus, 
" ... we may learn one grand, fundamental difference between Christianity, con-
sidered as a system of doctrines, and the most refined heathenism .. .they knew 
not that men were empty of all good, and filled with all manner of evil" (Ser-
mons, II, p. 182-183). The fall of humanity, which was occasioned by an abuse 
of human liberty (in contradistinction to contemporary religious naturalistic de-
terminists), made everyone (in their natural state) liable to judgment and cor-
rupt in their dispositions.9 It also turned them into active atheists or practical 
idolaters who traded the love of God for the love of the world since they affixed 
to creation the loyalties they justly owed to the Creator. 10 In SOSO, Wesley's 
"The Imperfection of Human Knowledge" (#69) and "The Case of Reason 
Impartially Considered" ( #70) assailed the epistemology of "this enlightened 
age, wherein it is taken for granted, the world is wiser than ever it was from the 
beginning of the world" (Sen11011s, II, p. 483). Sermons like "On Eternity" 
(#54), "On Predestination" (#58), "The Mystery of Iniquity" (#61), "On Di-
vine Providence" ( #67) and "The Wisdom of God's Counsels" ( #68) chal-
lenged and interacted with current cosmologies. 

Wesley also emphasized a reconstituted human dignity that shared the as-
pirations of his age with regard to the nature11 and destiny of humanity.U His 
sermons provide both the ideological and practical underpinnings for effective 
human moral actions13; they seem both classically traditional and strangely cur-
rent with his emphasis upon the sanctifying effects of spiritual formation and 
religious education.14 

John Wesley's understanding of salvation as "healing of souls" (171erapeia 
psuchas) presupposes universal sin as the fatal disease that afflicts humanity 
(Sen11011s, II, p. 171f.). It is a leveler of all human schemes of self-salvation and 
the presupposition (preparatio eva11gelica) for his creation-wide conception of 
salvation (justification and sanctification) by faith. Taken in its therapeutic 
context, Wesley could even see tremendous benefits in the doctrine of original 
sin: "See then you, upon the whole, how little reason we have to repine at the 
fall of our first parent, since herefrom we may derive such unspeakable advan-
tages both in time and in eternity" (Sen_no11s, IT, p. 434). 
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The second important connection for the doctrine, an obvious outgrowth of 
the first, was its structural role. The fall of the first Adam provides the pattern 
for redemption through the second Adam (Christ) . Albert Outler described it 
as Wesley's " dramatic theology of history" (Sen11011s, II, p. 451); it was founda-
tional to the soteriology of both Wesley brothers.15 Church fathers as ancient 
as Irenaeus ( d. 198?) looked to the Pauline pairing of the first and second 
Adams to find a paradigm for speaking of humanity's long trek from being ex-
iles of Eden to having the Imago Dei restored within them through the love of 
the Son of God. This pattern pervaded the SOSO, and gave Wesley's theology 
the sort of symmetry (his word was " proportion") that he described as the 
"analogy of faith." 16 It set his soteriology against the background of the larger 
plight of all humanity, and made his theology of redemption less individualistic 
than the way we have been accustomed to reading it. It gave him a theology of 
history, in which the "Mystery of Iniquity" and the "Mystery of Godliness" are 
worked out on the broad stage of human events (Sem 1011s, II, p. 452). And for 
all his criticism of the Enlightenment's anthropology, Wesley also embraced the 
substance of its optimism about the perfectibility of humanity (by grace) and 
thereby set his doctrine of original sin in a thoroughly constructive context.17 

While coming "lo the very edge of Calvinism," Wesley's soteriological opt i-
mism emphatically distinguished him from its narrow reading of the parameters 
of redemptive grace.18 Hence, on two separate occasions, he drew a direct line 
from the fall of Adam to the incarnation of Christ, setting both events in the 
context of divine, therapeutic grace. Wesley wrote: " If Adam had not fallen, 
Christ had not died" (Sem zo11s, II , p. 411 , 433). 

VARI E D CONTEXTS 
The emphasis Wesley gave his doctrine of sin is especially significant as 

one tries to assess its adequacy. A few of his early sermons, especially those 
written sermons which stand on the shoulders of his popular evangelism, do not 
offer Wesley's famous distinction between sin " properly" and " improperly so-
called." The early SOSO sermons link inner and outer sins, urging repentance 
and liberation from both bondages.19 In fact, SOSO # 9, "Spirit of Bondage 
and Adoption," seems to go out of its way to argue that the issue of intentional-
ity does not enter into the assessment of one's guilt: " If thou dost [commit sin], 
is it willingly or unwillingly? In either case God hath told thee whose thou art--
'He that committeth sin is of the devil."' (Sen11011s, I, p. 264). In these in-
stances Wesley used the broadest conception of sin; his early evangelism fol-
lowed the so/a fides tradition in emphasizing a hamartiology that undercuts all 
human attempts at self-justification. 

With that foundation soundly in place, Wesley turned his attention to the 
residual effects of sin which remain in believers. In "The First-fruits of the 
Spirit" ( # 8) , and "On Sin in Believers" (#13), he sought to clarify the connec-
tion between residual sin in believers and his conception of sanctification. In 
the former (sect. III.5-6) he makes a distinction between willful transgression 
and "sins of infirmity" --including " involuntary failings" and "sins of surprise" --
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since "they that are in Christ and walk after lhe Spiril are nol condemned ... for 
anything whatever which lhey are not able to help ... " (Sermons, I, p. 246-247). 
In the latter section he sought to reconcile his sotcriology wilh his hamartiology 
and other current expressions, especially crilicizing the Moravian notion that a 
person could be pure in heart but not in lheir "flesh" or physical life. Wesley 
was willing to affirm a believer's "sinlessness" wilh respect lo oulward sin, but 
he could not affirm that a believer, as soon as he or she is justified, is "freed 
from all sin" (Sen11011s, I, p. 321f.). "Hence," Wesley concluded, "although 
even babes in Christ are sanctified, yet it is only in parl .... Accordingly, believers 
are continually exhorted to watch against the flesh, as well as the world and the 
devil" (Sennons, I, p. 332-333; cf. #14, "The Repentance of Believers"). 

This line of development reached its apex in #19, "The Great Privilege of 
those that are Born of God." H ere "sin" was understood "according to the 
plain, common acceptation of the word: an actual, voluntary 'transgression of 
the law'; of the revealed, written law of God; of any commandment of God ac-
knowledged to be such at the time it is t ransgressed" (SOSO, #19, p. 436). 
This emphasis upon volu11tary tra11sgressio11 laid some of the basis for Wesley's 
perfectionism that both looked to a complete renovat ion of the human will 
(which was considered sinlessness in the Wesleyan, special sense of lhe word), 
and yet which was also fraught with qualifiers in order to take into account the 
extent of human frailty. 

John Wesley's SOSO moved toward the doctrine of sanctificalion with "a 
singleness of eye." But the chronological dislocation of several of his most im-
portant sermons on this topic suggests that Wesley ordered this collection of 
sermons with a theological agenda in mind. The earliest extant sermon on 
sanctification, "The Circumcision of the H eart" (1733), was pushed back to po-
sition #17 in the SOSO, signaling, I think, the author's recognition of the diffi-
culties associated with what he considered to be Methodism's most distinctive 
doctrine. More standard topics like justification, sanctification, religious affec-
tions and the nature of the new birth were treated before broaching the topic of 
Christian perfection. Outler is certainly correct to point out that the location of 
the sermon rings true "in the right order of Christian experience" (Semzo11s, I 
p. 400). The position of "The Circumcision of the Heart" is also didactically 
sound, since one must have the preceding doctrines well in hand in order to 
understand Wesley's distinctive views on sanctification as Christian perfection. 

The next major presentation of Christian perfection was found in sermon 
#40, "Christian Perfection" (1741). The topic had been opened in several 
inlervening sermons, but now it received fuller treatment. One might conclude 
that its position, after fourteen sermons on the Kingdom of God and eight ser-
mons about religious affections, has something to do with Wesley's desire to 
ground his teaching about perfection in practical theology and Christian experi-
ence. But the immediate context of "Christ ian Perfection" is even more inter-
esting since the sermon is set amidst six apologetical pieces; furthermore, an 
apologetic tone is registered by lhe sermon's insistence (like the larger tract by 
the same Lille) on clarifying exactly what this sort of perfection is NOT . While 
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the theological thrust is consonant with the earlier sermon, the apologetic tone 
suggests that Wesley's conception of Christian perfection had begun to cause 
misconceptions which needed to be put to rest. 

"The Scripture Way of Salvation" (#43, 1765) maintains the standard 
Wesleyan themes ("sanctified, saved from sin and perfected in love"), but also 
indicates that two important questions had come to the forefront: whether 
Christian perfection was to be expected " now," "at any moment," or on the 
threshold between life and death; and, whether God works " this great work in 
the soul gradually or instantaneously'' (Sen11011s, II, p. 168). Ending the ser-
mons on a note of evangelistic urgency, John registered his preference for an 
instantaneous work that is to be expected " now." 

In 1784 Wesley issued two significant treatments of Christian perfection. 
The one, "On Perfection" ( #76), was a latter day attempt to explain the doc-
trine along the lines marked out in "The Circumcision of the Heart." Wesley's 
tone was, as Outler describes it, "irenic." His approach was to reduce the doc-
trine to its essential core: Christian perfection defined in terms of the love of 
God and neighbor, and sin understood from the standpoint of voluntary trans-
gression ("sin properly so-called"). The more controversial issues which had 
emerged in "The Scripture Way of Salvation" were jettisoned for the moment, 
as Wesley chose, instead, lo "expostulate a little with the opposers of this per-
fection." 

The second sermon from 1784, "On Patience" ( #83), seems to have been 
born in the midst of controversy. Outler suggests that the sermon's setting--
amidst still another controversy with the Calvinists--explains its rejection of " fi-
nal preservance" (eternal security). But this context also explains the connec-
tion which Wesley drew between patience and Christian perfection. Pointing 
out the immaturity of the opposition, Wesley urged the Methodists to have pa-
tience in the midst of the sort of trials which reline one's faith, since trials lead 
lo Christian perfection (Sem1011s, III, p. 173). In the closing paragraphs of "On 
Patience," he returned to the more controversial issues surrounding Christian 
perfection; he urged " the universal change which turned holiness that was 
" mixed" into that which was "entire," and claimed that this change " is com-
monly, if not always, an instantaneous work" (Sem1011s, 111, p. 176-179). Those 
closing paragraphs of "On Patience" offer Wesley's most unqualified state-
ments about Christian perfection found in the SOSO. 

Interestingly enough, in other later sermons where Wesley sought to re-
form the attitudes and morals of the populace at large (i.e., " Reform ation of 
Manners" [#52], "On Riches" [#108] or " National Sins and Miseries" [#111]), 
he returned readily to the broader, evangelistic description of sin ("not properly 
so-called"). Thus, when reading Wesley on hamartiology one must ask whether 
he understands himself as fun ctioning as an evangelist/ reformer or as a spiri-
tual supervisor addressing those already striving to " run the race set before 
them." And in his willingness to link those two sides of the theological task we 
find that sense of balance which makes Wesleyan hamartiology worth reconsid-
ering. 
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SOCIETAL SIN 
Wesley looked lo the human will for the root of sin (in contradistinction to 

social or contextual causes).20 He responded to the rhetorical question, "Why 
is there pain in the world?" by pointing to human sin (Sermons, II, p. 400-401). 
In a similar fashion, "the origin of evil" can be traced to the Edenic Fall, which 
"God permitted in order to a fuller manifestation f sic.] of his wisdom, justice, 
and mercy, by bestowing upon all who would receive it an infinitely greater 
happiness than they could possibly have attained, if Adam had not fallen" (Ser-
mons, II, p. 434). But Wesley's emphasis upon the pe rsonal character of sin 
was not so pervasive that he was blind to systemic injustice and societal evil. 

Wesley's sermons offer us two important test cases for looking al his ap-
proach to human sin in the collective or societal sense. The first issue is easily 
identified by the title of one of his later sermons, "National Sins and Miseries" 
( #111). It traces the impact of human sin beyond the individual into society. 
The "mystery of iniquity" has corrupted all facets of human history including 
the church (Sen11011s, II, p. 309). His sermon on "The Reformation of Man-
ners" ( #52), delivered before a reformatory society by the same name, offered 
a direct and admittedly s implistic solution to the problem: "So far 
as ... righteousness in any branch is promoted, so far is the national interest ad-
vanced. So far as sin, especially open sin, is restrained, the curse and reproach 
are removed from us" (Scmwns, II, p. 309). Wesley's approach to the evil in 
human society began with the Word of God and personal piety, and it also ex-
tended beyond what others considered his appropriate field of influence to his 
urging legislation for the promotion of righteousness and restraint of evil. Per-
haps we will not feel the full force of the scandal Wesley felt in matters like 
"buying and selling on the Lord's Day." Perhaps issues like global hunger or 
apartheid touch us more acutely. But it is clear that a pattern emerges in these 
sermons that shows a deep awareness of the way in which the selfish attitudes 
or immoral actions of a few can abridge justice and threaten the well-being of 
the many. 

Wesley was even willing to sec some of the faults of British colonialism. As 
he wrote: "We have carried our laurels into Africa, into Asia, into the burning 
and frozen climes of America. And what have we brought thence? All the ele-
gance of vice which either the eastern or western world could afford" (Sennons, 
II, p. 574). But such sentiments were quickly silenced when dealing with the 
practical dilemma of the American Revolution (cf. "The Late Work of God in 
America" [ #113]). In Wesley's mind the conflict was the result of the colonists' 
spirit of arrogance, afnuence and self-indulgence; it was based in a fal se under-
standing of " liberty" (Sermons, 111, p. 607). The colonists confused "liberty" 
with the "spirit of independency." Quoting the poet, Alexander Pope, Wesley 
described this false liberty as "The glorious fault of angels and God" which is 
"overruled by the justice and mercy of God, first to punish those crying sins, 
and afterwards to heal them" (Sen11011s, lll, p. 607). After they have been pun-
ished for their waywardness and they arc "brought again to 'seek the kingdom 
of God and his righteousness,' there can be no doubt but 'all other things,' all 
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temporal blessings, 'will be added unto them' " (Sen11011s , III, p. 607) . These 
blessings will not include " independency (which would be no blessing, but a 
heavy curse ... ) but liberty--real liberty, which is an unspeakable blessing ... " (Ser-
mons, III , p. 607) . While Wesley did not believe that the North American 
claims of political explo itation were valid, his vision for God's resto ration of the 
land showed the familiar interconnection of spiritual and civil liberty: God 
"will superadd to Christian liberty, liberty from sin, true civil liberty; a liberty 
from oppression of every kind; from illegal violence; a liberty to enjoy their 
lives, their persons and their property--in a word, a liberty to be governed in all 
things by the laws of their country ... " (Sem wns, Ill, p. 607). 

In a second test case, if Wesley's view of " national sins" seemed to become 
more skewed as a result of his own poli tical identifications, his approach to 
riches became increasingly prophetic down through the years. His practical 
bent took Wesleyan evangelism from the doctrine of sin to the use of money 
with surprising rapidity.21 Wesley's exposition of the Serm on on the Mount (pt. 
111), connected gospel "meekness" with both self-sufficiency and gene rosity 
(Semwns, l, p. 528) . His most fa mous treatment of finances appeared in "The 
Use of Money" ( #50). Once again Wesley sought to steer a middle course be-
tween sloth and extravagance. He sought to raise the Methodists from poverty 
and yet save them from the temptations of surplus accumulation; hence his 
threefold dictum, " Gain all you can, Save all you can, Give all you can," marked 
out the way of careful stewardship. The acquisitionist portion of the program 
was tempered by suitable considerat ion for love of self and neighbor (sec. 1.3-
8) . Saving money is a portion of one's stewardship, and should be without self-
ish orientation: "Expend no part of it merely to gratify the desire of the flesh, 
the desire of the eye, or the pride of life" (p. 274). The first two rules found 
their motivation in the third: " Having first gained all you can, and secondly 
saved all you can, then give all you can" (p. 277). 

Where "The Use of Money" had been addressed to the populace, Wesley's 
sermon "The Good Steward" ( # 51) considered the responsibili ties of those to 
whom God has entrusted many talents--people of the upper class and financial 
substance. The tone and content of the sermon fi ts well its occasion, Wesley's 
"somewhat unlikely appointment as 'Chaplain to the Countess Dowager of 
Buchan' " (Sermons, 11, p. 281). More typical of Wesley was his st rong influ-
ence upon "Self Denial" ( # 48) as a central feature of gospel piety and spiritual 
power. 

By the tim e he was preaching and publishing "The Wisdom of God's Coun-
sels" ( #68), perhaps as much as forty years after "The Use of Money," Wesley 
had become much more skeptical about the: 

... deceitfulness of riches ... .A thousand melancholy proofs of which I 
have seen with in these last fifty years .... For who will believe they do 
him the least harm? And yet I have not known threescore rich 
persons, perhaps not half that number, during the threescore years, 
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who, as I can judge, were not less holy than they would have been had 
they been poor (Sen11011s, II, p. 560). 

Nor was Wesley now addressing people of substance, as he had in "The Good 
Steward" (#51); a "rich person" is now defined as one "who has food and rai-
ment for himself and family without running into debt and something over" 
(Semwns, II, p. 560). The Methodists seem to be among those who are not 
"giving aJI they can": "without which they must needs grow more and more 
earthly minded. Their affections will cleave to the dust more and more, and 
they will have less communion with God .... That must follow unless you give all 
you can, as well as gain and save all you can. There is no other way under 
heaven to prevent your money from sinking you lower than the grave ... " (Ser-
mons, II, p. 561). 

By 1781 and the inclusion of "The Danger of Riches" in SOSO (as #87), 
Wesley had become increasingly concerned about the issue of wealth. He con-
tinued to describe "riches" in a very minimal way: "Whoever has sufficient food 
to eat and raiment to put on, with a place where to lay his head, and something 
over, is riclz" (Sen11011s, III, p. 230). The danger of riches is that, "either de-
sired or possessed," they lead lo "foolish and hurtful desires." Wesley noted "a 
near connection between riches [and) ... anger, bitterness, envy, malice, revenge-
fulness, to an headstrong, unadvisablc, unreprovablc spirit--indeed to every 
temper that is earthly, sensual or devilish ... " (Semzo11s, III, p. 236). In Wesley's 
view, riches had become more and more the locus of sinful attitudes and behav-
ior. The sermon ends with a fa miliar saying: " It is easier for a camel to go 
through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man lo enter into the kingdom of 
heaven," but he leaves the door open Gust a crack): " ... yet the things impossible 
with men are possible with God. Lord, speak! And even the rich men that 
hear these words shall enter Thy kingdom!" (Sermons, Ill, p. 246). 

The third main sermon in this progression was "On Riches" (#108, 1788). 
Outler correctly notes striking parallels between this sermon and "The Use of 
Money'' (Semw11s, 111, p. 518). But the tone has changed markedly, and the 
mood of the later sermon is easily traced to the changing status of the Method-
ists: " How many rich men are there among the Methodists (observe, there was 
not one when they were first jo ined together!) who actually deny the mselves 
and take up their cross daily? ... See one reason among many why so few in-
crease in goods without decreasing in grace--because they no longer deny 
themselves and pick up their daily cross" (Semzo11s , m, p. 527-528). 

Because of the way in which riches "lead naturally" to " devilish" affections, 
and turn one's attention from God, Wesley came very close to considering 
wealth to be idolatrous and sinful. His definition of what constitutes " riches" 
and his repeated insistence upon Christians having the at titude of a beggar 
("meek" and " humble") provides a foundation for constructing a theology for 
the poor. But his "Gain, Save, Give" formula will not work for those who live 
their lives in abject poverty, or who are deprived of economic opportunity. Nor 
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will his primarily spiritual approach to problems like poverty and injustice sat-
isfy the just claims of the oppressed.22 In a similar fashion, Wesley's sermons 
on " national miseries" drew a direct connection between sin, society and civil 
law, and thereby provided a basis for speaking about the redress of systemic 
injustice. Yet when it came to particulars, like the North American Revolution, 
Wesley believed that the grievances of the colonists were primarily problems of 
piety and were not politically valid. 

It would seem appropriate to suggest that just as Wesley drew a direct con-
nection between personal and national sins an<l the downfall o f the nation, so 
also should virtues like " meekness" an<l "self-denial" have been extended from 
the personal to a national or international model. Some of this sort of a ttitude 
emerged in Wesley's evaluation of colonialism as a system, but in the final 
analysis he could not attribute the American Revolutionary War to anything 
other than the colon ists' sinful understanding of freedom. The raw materials 
for a societal theology that encom passes both individual and corporate sins are 
present in Wesley's SOSO, but the final construction must be one of our own 
making. 

CONCLUSION 
In his whimsical theological word book, Wishful Thi11ki11g, Frederick 

Buechner writes that "The power of sin is centrifugal. When at work in human 
life, it tends to push everything out toward the periphery. Bits and pieces go 
flying off until only the core is left. Eventually bits and pieces of the core itself 
go flying off until in the en<l nothing is left."23 This is certainly the way J ohn 
Wesley viewed sin; it attacked the very core of what it means to be a human 
being (our created Godlikeness and will) . In this respect Wesley's conception 
of sin is surprisingly current, because he drew an unabashedly direct line from 
personal sin to societal evil and injustice. Against a background of almost un-
bridled optimism about hum an capacity, he pointed to the graphic record of 
humanity's inhumanity, and yet Wesley's bedrock optimism about God's grace 
made his theological thrust a therapeutically restorative one. While not a ll of 
his modern heirs will agree with Wesley's penchant for starting the reformatory 
task with personal sin, we do see imbedded in his model the recognition that a ll 
sin has a personal quality; it is based in the will and conscience (or lack thereof) 
of individuals and their collectives. Nor docs Wesley see sin as a private matter 
between the individual and God-- individual sin quickly has catastrophic ramifi-
cations. 

While Wesley's treatment o f matters like poverty and discrimination (racial 
and gender) does not seem adequate by modern standards, his acknowledge-
ment of the pervasiveness of human sin and his vision of the interrelatedness 
and gracious perfectibility of all human life mark out the road we must travel if 
we would follow Wesley. It seems possible to think of Wesley's theology as 
being foundational for contemporary Wesleyan ethics, while also acknowledg-
ing that John Wesley himself may not be an adequate e thical "model" for mod-
ern Wesleyans--if by that we mean that our ethical concerns and actions must 
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specifically imitate or be limited by his own. Rather, it is appropriate to suggest 
that Wesley's hamartiology is determinative for the way in which his modern 
heirs understand themselves and their world, while arguing that (following 
Wesley's own pattern) our tradition must continue to expand in ever-increasing 
ripples of recognition of the dimensions of human sin and altcmpls to remedy 
the pain and injustice caused by it. 
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